
Steve Cohen performs internationally for celebrities, tycoons and aristocrats.
When he is not traveling, Cohen can be found at New York’s famous Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel performing his public show: Chamber Magic. Cohen recreates the
intimacy of 19th century parlor performances by baffling his guests in the close
quarters of a private suite.
Cohen’s public and private appearances have become a must-see phenomenon. He
has performed at a wide variety of gatherings from The White House
Correspondent’s Dinner to numerous Fortune 500 corporate events and private
functions. The notable mystified include: Warren Buffett, Michael Bloomberg, the
Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia, the Queen of Morocco, Stephen Sondheim, Martha
Stewart, Barry Diller, Michael Eisner, Jack Welch, William Goldman, Christopher
Reeve, U.S. Senator Chuck Schumer, and Woody Allen.
Cohen has received widespread media recognition, including: The Late Show with
David Letterman, CBS Sunday Morning, CNN, Martha Stewart Living, The History
Channel, Forbes Magazine, The Financial Times, The London Sunday Times and
The New York Times.
Cohen earned a degree in psychology from Cornell University and spent a year
abroad studying at Waseda University in Tokyo. He has native-level proficiency in
Japanese, and previously worked as an interpreter for the Japanese government.
He holds the esteemed rank of MIMC (Member of the Inner Magic Circle) with Gold
Star, awarded by The Magic Circle in London. He is the author of the book: Win
The Crowd (HarperCollins).
Cohen, his wife, Yumi and their two children live in Manhattan. 901-754-9404.

Testimonials

Steve Cohen

From the moment you enter the elevator in the Waldorf Towers you are truly
transported to a different age. It’s the era of old New York — of speakeasies with
private performances. Steve Cohen is wonderful. The tricks and illusions are
amazing. There is no point trying to figure out how he does them. Just sit back
and enjoy the magic. You feel like an honored guest or a patron. There is no
stage. Just an intimate room where everyone is very close to the action. When it
is over, you realize that you have witnessed a performance unlike any other. It’s
something that you will talk about for days and days. This is well-worth the wait
for an available Friday or Saturday.

- Waldorf Show Attendee.

I originally saw a piece done on CBS Sunday Morning about a year ago. It was so
intriguing I kept the info for my next trip to NYC. Good thing I booked about 3
months out since the show sells out quickly. It was so worth the $$. Be sure and
dress nice because everyone else does. And the Waldorf is worth going to early to
walk around and enjoy before hand. This is a must see in NYC. You’ll never see
anyone like him and will be a believer for sure

- Attendee.
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